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Abstract
This paper presents a 3D reconstruction method without calibration.
The reconstruction is affine and based on line correspondences between
three images delivered by a camera observing a scene under translation.

1

Introduction

The problem we address in this paper falls into the category of 3D reconstruction
problems without calibration: recovering a 3D model of a scene from a sequence
of images without knowing the motion and intrinsic parameters of the camera(s).
Reconstruction techniques from uncalibrated views can be classified according to
the type of reconstruction achieved: projective, affine or euclidean and according
to the type of feature used: generally points or lines. Projective reconstructions
differ from the true reconstruction by an arbitrary 3D projective transformation.
They are feasible from points with two images [2], [8] or from lines with three
images [6], [5].
Euclidean reconstruction differs from the true reconstruction by an arbitrary
scaling and motion: it preserves the shape. Maybank and Faugeras [3] showed
that euclidean reconstruction is possible with at least three images when all the
cameras have the same calibration. For example in [4] Hartley gives an Euclidean
reconstruction method based on points and using a single camera.
Affine reconstruction differs from the true reconstruction by an arbitrary 3D
affine transformation. It contains less information about the scene than Euclidean
reconstruction but it is richer than projective reconstruction. In particular it preserves parallelism. Affine reconstruction methods from points with two images
have been reported in [9] (perspective views, translating camera) and [7] (orthographic views, arbitrary motion). In this paper we describe an affine reconstruction
method from lines in the case of translation. While a minimum of 13 line correspondences are necessary to achieve projective reconstruction from three images
with unconstrained camera motion [5], we show that in the translation case only
three line matches are necessary for an affine reconstruction.
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2

Goal and hypothesis

Our goal is to get an affine reconstruction of a scene: a reconstruction that may
differ by an arbitrary affine transformation from the true reconstruction. This
also means recovering the position of the observed features in an arbitrary three
dimensional coordinate system (O, i, j , A;).We suppose that we have a single camera
observing a translating scene. The scene translates twice in the same direction.
The camera delivers three images: before the first translation, after the first and
the second translation. An edge detector is applied to each image and the edges are
approximated by 2D line segments. The correspondence between the line segments
is supposed to be known. Each 2D line segment is supposed to be the image of
a 3D line segment of the scene. We are trying to get an affine reconstruction of
these line segments.

3

Notations

T is the first translation and fiT is the second one. F is the focal center of the
camera, [a, 6] represents the line segment with extremity points a, b. We use low
case letters for image (or 2D) entities and capital letters for three dimensional
entities. The notation « denotes equality up to a scale factor, p represents the
homogeneous coordinates of an image point p with coordinates (x, y), i.e the vector
(x,y, 1). For any 3D line L , L denotes a vector parallel to L, II(L) is the plane
containing L and the focal centre. L + V is the line L translated by the vector V.

4

Choice of coordinate system

Affine reconstruction means reconstruction in an arbitrary (or unknown) coordinate system. We are thus free to choose any coordinate system (O,i,j,k) for the
reconstruction. For convenience, we take the focal centre F as the origin and i,j, k
are choosen such that if (X, Y, Z) are the coordinates of a 3D point in (O, i, j , k)
then the coordinates (x, y) of the image of this point are simply given by:
X

Y

Note that {O,i,j,k) is not necessarily orthogonal. The angle between the
vectors i, j , k and the norms of these vectors depend on the unknown intrinsic
parameter of the camera. With this choice of coordinate system we know that the
3D point P associated with an image point p = (x,y) must satisfy:

where A is an unknown scalar.
We also know the plane II(i) of any line L. By definition, II(L) goes through
F and it is easy to see that it is perpendicular to a A 6 where [a, 6] is the 2D line
segment corresponding to L.
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5
5.1

Determination of the translation
Basic idea

Figure 1: Principle of the translation determination in the image plane
Figure 1 illustrates the principle of translation determination from three line correspondences. li,lj ,/", i = 1,2,3 are the images of the translations of a line L,- :
Li, Li + T, L{ + fiT. 11 is the image of a fictive line L\ at infinity and in the plane
Pi containing L,-, L,- + T, Li + fiT. The planes Pi, Pi and P3 are all parallel to
the translation. This implies that /*, l2 and l3 are concurrent. In addition their
common point Vt is the vanishing point associated to the translation direction.
We also use the fact that the cross ratio of/,-,/(,/",/* is constant. In the sequel we
show that this constant is simply 1 -f /i/n- When one of the line L,- is parallel to
the image plane, U,l'i,l'i and /,* do not intersect. This case has to be considered
as a particular case if we use the image lines directly. But if we use instead the
interpretation planes of the lines (n(L,),n(LJ),n(L"),n(L*)), we always have an
intersection. This is why our method and the demonstration that follows is based
on the normals of these interpretation planes (or equivalently, the homogeneous
coordinate of the lines in projective space).

5.2

Cross ratio of lines and planes

The cross ratio of a pencil of four lines (L\,L2,Lz,L^)
obtained by intersecting
a pencil of four planes (II!, II2,113, n 4 ) with another plane II, is equal to the
cross ratio of the planes. In particular when Yl is parallel to the common line of
(111,112,113,114) then (Li,L2, L3, L4) are parallel and we get the following property:
P r o p e r t y 1 For any quadruple of distinct, parallel and coplanar lines (Lj, Li,
Z/3, L4) and any point P not in the same plane:
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where II,- is the plane containing Li and P.
Our method is based on this relation and we use the following definitions for
the cross ratio :
Definition 1 Let (Li,Z/2, ^3,^4) be four parallel and coplanar 3D lines. Let Pi,
P2, P3, PA be the intersection points of these lines with a line M in the same plane.
Since the points are collinear, there are two numbers x, x' such that (P3 — P2) =
x(P2 — Pi) and (P4 — P3) = x'(P3 — P2). The cross ratio of the four lines is:

rCr{L
IT L 1,L 1
1 \ - (*+
*)(* + *')
u 2 3,Li)x{1 + x + x>)
Definition 2 Let (ITi, II2,113,114) be four distinct planes going through a common
line and let Ni, N2, N3, N4 be vectors perpendicular to these planes. Since the
normal vectors are coplanar, there are four number a,a',/3,f3' such that: aNi +
/?7V2 = N3 and a'(aNi) + p'(j3N2) = N*. The cross ratio of the four planes is:

5.3

Translation from three correspondences

Consider a 3D line L{ in the scene. L,-, L\ - Lt + T and L'/ = L'{ + \iT are
parallel and coplanar. Let us introduce a fourth and fictive (not observed) line
Lf = L'{ + fi'T.
Using definition 1 for the cross ratio of four lines with M parallel to T, we get

/"• I T

T1 T" f ° ° \ — V
/ i ( l -V IJ.-T fX )

If we take Lf0 at infinity:

Now, let us take two points At, B,- in Lf. There are two points P(', Q" in L"
such that Ai = P(' + n'T and B, = Q1/ + n'T. N?° = At A B,- is perpendicular to
U{Lf°). So we have:

(P/' A {Q'l - P!')) + n'(T A (Q1/ - P!'))

-

Q'l - P/' is parallel to Li and when /i' -+ oo the term (P/' A [Q'{ - P/')) can be
neglected:

lim Nr&TA
' • 0 0

(Q'{ - Pi') =T/\ Lf

(2)
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Now, let us consider the four planes n(L,),n(L<),n(Lj') and n(Lf°). By
definition, they all contain the focal centre. According to property 1 we have:

(3)
In the sequel the fraction (1 + /i)/'\i will be denoted C?°. Another relation on
the cross ratio of II(L,), n(L(), Tl{L'/), n(Lf°) can be derived from definition 2. Let
NitN<, N(', N?° be four vectors respectively perpendicular to n(L,),II(L<), U(L'/),
n(Lf°). Let [a,-,6,],[a;.,&;], [a(-',6J/] be the line segments associated with L{, L\, L'f.
We can take (see section 4) TV, = dt A 6,-, N( = a\ A 6J, N[' = a'/ A b'{. The cross
ratio of the four planes is defined as the ratio a'J'/?,' with /?,' and a(- such that:

!) = N?°

(4)

and a,-, /?,• such that:
t*iNi + foNl = N?
N?° is unkown but we know that N?° K, T A L,- when fj.' —* oo (equation 2).
Using equation 4, we have:

lim afaiNi) + fi{&Nl) « T A L,- => lim [^ (%) N{ + /V/l .T = 0
or:

[(^)

]r = o

(5)

If we set

Mi(C?) = C?(j^)Ni

+ N!

(6)

equation 5 becomes Mi(C?°).T = 0.
Let us now consider two other lines Lj, Lk- The two vectors Mj(C^°) and
defined in the same way as M{(C^°) are also perpendicular to T. In
other words they are linearly dependent:
[M,(CrTO) A Mj(C?)\ Mk(C?)

=0

(7)

Mi(C^),Mj(C^°) and Mfc(C~) are linear expression in C~. Consequently
equation 7 is a polynomial equation of the third degree in C^°. After solving this
equation, we can get T up to a scale factor by Af,-(Cy°) A Mj(C?°) (or equivalently
Mi{C^)hMk{C^)
or M,-(C~) AMfc(C~)). This shows that the translation is determined from three line correspondences and since C?° is solution of a polynomial
equation of the third degree , there are at most three solutions.
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5.4

Global estimation of the translation

For a robust estimation of the translation it is better to use more constraints than
necessary. We use the fact that M{(C^°) is perpendicular to T for any line L,-.
This gives us a global estimation of T and Cy° by minimizing (under the constraint
|| T ||=1):

This function is ,not minimized with a classical non linear minimization technique (like Newton or Levenberg Maquart). The cross ratio Cy° is bound by an
interval deduced from hypothetical maximum errors on the line segments. For a
given cross ratio interval each vector Mi(C^°) is bound by a cone. Then we use the
fact that these cones should all intersect the plane orthogonal to T for checking the
validity of the cross ratio bounds and reduce further these bounds. More details
about this can be found in [1].

6

Reconstruction knowing the translation

Knowing the translation up to a scale factor, we want now to reconstruct the scene
in (F, i,j, k). We have t such that kt = T, where k is an unknown scalar. For any
image point p,- , P,- = Ajp~,. Consequently, if we can determine A,, we have the
coordinates of P,-.
Now, let us consider a segment [a, b] in the first image. We have A = XAa and
B = A#6. A and B belong to a 3D line L of the scene. After translation A + T ,
B + T are in L' — L + T. Consequently these two points are also in U(L'):
(A + T).N' = 0

{B+T).N' = 0

(8)

where N' is any vector perpendicular to II(L'). Let [a', 6'] be the segment of
the second image associated with [a, 6]. We know that a' A 6' is perpendicular to
IT(L'). Consequently, we can take N' = a' A 6'. Replacing in (8) A by \Aa, B by
and T by kt, we get A^ and A#:
.
X

,t.N'
k

t.N'
X

k

So, if we know the translation up to an unknown scale factor k we can reconstruct (up to k) any line observed in the first and the second image. Note that
the same reasoning can be generalized to a line seen in the first and third image
or in the second and third image.
We show here results obtained with 256 x 384 images of a house made of
cardboard. The correspondences between line segments were established manually.
We intentionaly ignored horizontal lines because they are almost parallel to the
translation and consequently they can not be reconstructed precisely. We also
produced a reconstruction with calibration using an image of a calibration grid
made of many lines parallel to the translation. Then, we reconstructed the scene
with the calibrated translation using the same method as in the uncalibrated case
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(cf. section 6). Reconstruction with and without calibration can be compared in
figures 2 and 3. The angle between the calibrated translation and the translation
computed from the scene is about 2 degrees.

7

Conclusion and discussion

We gave in this paper a method for reconstructing a scene from lines with a
translating camera. The initial motivation of this work was the precision of lines
in comparison with points defined locally (extremity of line segments or maximum
curvature points). In fact, we found that the translation determination was quite
unstable and this is probably due to the weakness of the constraints associated with
infinite lines. It is clear that point correspondences bring more information than
line correspondences. For instance, affine reconstruction can be done with only
two images with point correspondences but three images are necessary with lines.
The question was whether the precision of lines could compensate the weakness
of the associated constraints. This does not seem to be the case. Maybe a good
alternative would be to define points from lines: detecting coplanar lines and
using their intersection points. But in this case we would go back to the problem
of reconstruction from points. Another problem is that the variation of the images
of lines is usually quite weak. In particular lines almost parallel to the translation
can not be reconstructed. One solution to this problem could be to translate in
two different directions. But then the translations of a same line would not be
coplanar and we would have to use another projective invariant than the cross
ratio.
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Figure 2: Reconstruction of the house with calibration, front view
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Figure 3: Reconstruction of the house without calibration, front view
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Figure 4: Image 1 of the house

Figure 5: Image 2 of the house

Figure 6: Image 3 of the house
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Figure 7: Segments from image 1

Figure 8: Segments from image 2

Figure 9: Segments from image 3

